
ART: XI.—The commercial fisheries of Windermere. 
By CHARLOTTE KIPLING, Freshwater Biological 
Association, The Ferry House, Ambleside, West-
morland. 

Read at Cockerrnouth, July 14th, 1972. 

HE fish of Windermere are a valuable asset, and 
I for many hundreds of years they were exploited 
by fisheries. These fisheries were predominantly net 
fisheries, operated mainly by men who worked full 
time as fishermen. The last netting took place in 1921. 

The main species of fish in Windermere are the 
char (Salvelinus willughbii (Günther)), the trout 
(Salmo trutta L.), the pike (Esox lucius L.), the perch 
(Percy fluviatilis L.) and the eel (Anguilla anguilla 
L.) ; all these species have been fished for commercially. 
In addition there are several other species of small 
fish. Salmon (Salmo salar L.) are not permanently 
resident in the lake, they run up the River Leven from 
the sea and some of them pass through the lake on 
the way to spawn in rivers and becks, and the young 
fish migrate by the reverse route. There is no evidence 
to suggest that the species present have changed during 
the 700 years or so covered in this paper, although 
the relative balance of their abundance certainly has 
changed, mainly due to the activities of man : the most 
valuable species is the char (Le Cren, Kipling and 
McCormack 1972) .1  

The lake was formed about 17,00o years ago, and 
occupies a glacially excavated rock basin. It is 17 Km 
(10.5 miles) long, averages about 1 Km (0.6 miles) in 
width, and is divided into two similar sections by an 

1  Le Cren, E. D., Kipling, C. & McCormack, J. C. "Windermere: 
Effects of Exploitation and Eutrophication on the Salmonid Community". 
J. Fislz. Res. Bd. Can., 1972. 
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area of shallow water and islands. The north end has 
a maximum depth of 64 m (209 ft) and the south 
42 m (137 ft) . 

The earliest reference to fisheries in Windermere 
appears to be in a document concerning a court case 
in 1223 between William de Lancaster 4th Baron of 
Kendal and the Abbot of Furness (Curia Regis Rolls 
1955).2  The abbot complained that in several matters 
William was not keeping to the terms of agreements 
made earlier, "And further, where the same William 
has no land on either side of Windermere, he is depriv-
ing them (the monks) of their fishery in the same water 
of Windermere and has broken their boat. . . ." The 
agreements referred to were set out in charters dated 
1157 (Duchy of Lancaster Royal Charters No. 27) 
and 1196 (Feet of Fines 7 Richard I No. 116). In 
1157 Henry II had confirmed an agreement between 
the monks of Furness and the first Baron of Kendal 
concerning boundaries. The agreed line dividing the 
Furness Fells from the Barony of Kendal was "as 
the water runs down from Wrynose Hause into Little 
Langdale, thence into Elterwater, thence by Brathay 
into Windermere, thence into Leven and so to the 
sea" and the abbot held the portion of the fells between 
Coniston and Windermere. In 1196 Richard I con-
firmed the earlier charter with some slight modifications 
concerning hunting rights. In 1223 William de 
Lancaster answered the complaints against him by 
declaring that the Abbot ought not to have a fishery 
in Windermere "because his father only granted to 
them the Fells of Furness by the bounds described, 
that no mention was made of any fishery, nor had 
the Abbot ever had any fishery there, but as a matter 
of fact he had sometimes stealthily sent his boats to fish 
there, and that his (William's) father Gilbert had seized 

2 Curia Regis Rolls of the reign of Henry III, preserved in the Public 
Record Offioe. H.M.S.O., London, 1955. 
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them and put them to ransom". The Abbot answered 
that the agreement stated that he and his monks 
should have the mountains as far as Windermere, 
and therefore he asked for judgement as to whether 
they ought to have a fishery there especially because 
they had one there both before and after the said 
agreement. William answered that they had never had 
a fishery there. The decision of the court was that 
because the deed only speaks of mountains it was 
considered that the Abbot could have no fishery in 
Windermere, and William was acquitted. For his false 
complaint the Abbot was fined 20 marks which he paid 
immediately (Farrer 1898) .3  

About twenty years later, shortly before his death 
in 1246, William de Lancaster, 4th Baron of Kendal, 
made a grant to the Abbey of Furness : 

"And further I have granted to the same abbot 
and monks in perpetuity two suitable boats, namely 
one on Windermere, and another on Thurstanswater, 
to carry their wood and timber and whatever else 
they need. And I have granted them the right to 
have in perpetuity two smaller boats, namely one 
on Windermere with 20 nets, and the other on 
Thurstanswater with 20 nets, for continual fishing" 
(Atkinson 1886).4  

An almost identical grant was made by Margaret 
de Roos at some date between 1274 (when her husband 
died) and 1297 (when she granted property to 
Marmaduke de Thweng including the island of Roger 
Holme and fishery of Winandermere) . It may be 
noted here that in these early documents it is difficult 
to distinguish between the fishery of Windermere (i.e. 
all the fisheries) and a fishery (i.e. one of several 
fisheries) : in this case probably a fishery is referred 

3  Farrer, W. Letter to Westmorland Gazette, 3o April 1898. 4 Atkinson, Rev. J. C. (ed.). The Coucher Book of Furness Abbey. 
3 vols. Chetham Society, 1886/7. 
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to. The grant of permission to use boats and to fish 
did not involve ownership. It is not known for how 
long the monks held this fishery. Certainly they did 
not hold it at the time of the dissolution of the 
monasteries in the 16th century, as there is no mention 
of it in the detailed lists of their assets made at that 
time (Brownbill 1915) . 

There is no information about the types of net in 
use at that time, but with only one boat to work 
twenty nets they are unlikely to have been seines (see 
page 167), which later became the main type of net 
used. 

In the mediaeval period the fisheries of Windermere 
were included in the Barony of Kendal and as such 
are mentioned in many of the lists of property compiled 
when a change of ownership occurred (Farrer 1923) 6 
(Table 1) . The barony was divided in 1246 and the 
three sections were subsequently known as the Rich-
mond, Lumley and Marquis Fees. The lake, the islands 
and the fisheries were treated as part of the manor of 
Applethwaite and were in the Richmond Fee, with 
the exception of Roger Holme (now known as Ramp 
Holme) and its fishery which were in the Lumley Fee. 

In 1390 a rental of the lands of Philippa, late wife of 
Robert de Vere, Earl of Oxford and John de Hothome, 
lists under Applethwaite : 

"Edmund de Redemane holds the fishery of 
Wyndermere and renders yearly £2. 6s. 8d." 

A later addition to the rental made in the 16th century 
describes the boundaries. The document, transcribed 
by Farrer,' is incomplete and difficult to decipher. As 
regards Windermere it appears that the property 

5  Brownbill, J. (ed). The Coucher Book of Furness Abbey. 3 vols. 
Chetham Society, 1915-19. 

6  Farrer, W. Records relating to the Barony of Kendale (ed. J. F. 
Curwen). 2 vols. Kendal, 1923/24. 

7  Farrer, W. Records relating to the Barony of Kendale (ed. J. F. 
Curwen). 2 vols. Kendal, 1923/24. 
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Table 1. 
References to Fisheries in Windermere in the lists of property 

compiled on the deaths of various owners of parts of the Barony 
of Kendal. 

Richmond Fee. 
Date. 	Name. 
1272 Walter de Lyndesay 

1283 William de Lyndeseye 
1324 Ingram de Gynes 

1334 Christiana de Gynes 

1437 John Duke of Bedford 

1444 John Duke of Somerset 

1472 Jacquetta Duchess of 
Bedford 

1512 Margaret Countess of 
Richmond 

Reference. 
a lake called Wynandremere in 
which there is an island whereon 
he had a dwelling house worth 
with the fishing 4os... . 

a fishery is worth zos... . 

a fishery in the lake of Wynandre-
mere worth 4os yearly... . 

a fishery in the lake of Wenander- 
mere is worth 4os yearly 	 
moiety of ... land and pasture 
called Wynandermere or Le Holme, 
with the fishing... . 
two parts of the lordship, (plus 5 
marks yearly from Walter Stryk-
land who held the King's park of 
Calgarth with the fishing in the 
Water of Wynandremere.... ) 

.. a third part of the fishery of or in 
the Water of Wynandermer, (Value 
13s 4d) 

.. moiety of the barony ... the Fish-
ing of the water of Wynandermyrre 

Lumley Fee. 
Date. 	Name. 
1274 Robert de Ros 

1323 Marmaduke de Thweng 

134o William de Thweng 

1374 Thomas de Thweng 

Reference. 
Roger's island in Wynendemere is 
worth 12d yearly... . 

an island in Wynandemere called 
Rogerholm... . 

a parcel of land called Rogerholme 
which renders 6s 8d yearly... . 

and the Fishery of Wynandermere, 
the island of Rogerholme.... He 
held a 4th part of the Fishery of 
Le Fors and of the Water of Kente, 
and the Fishery of Wynandramere, 
worth 3os yearly... . 
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included the whole of the lake with three exceptions : 
(i) Rogerholme and the fishing there with twenty nets 
(ii) impossible to locate, it includes the phrase "half 
the water of Windermere to the mid ... ", and (iii) 
St Mary Holme [Lady Holme] with a fishing of ten 
nets. 

In the 15th century the Richmond Fee was divided 
into three parts, according to further documents quoted 
by Farrer (1923 /24).8   John, Duke of Bedford at his 
death in 1437 held a part of the Barony of Kendal 
including Le Holme [Belle Isle] and the fishery. In 
1442 John Philipson and Robert Brathwayt rented 
the fishery paying an annual rent of 26s 8d to the 
king for two parts of the fishery and to the Duchess 
of Bedford for one third part 13s 4d. In 1454  John 
Idyll and William Dykenson paid £2-10-o rent for 
two parts of the fishery to the Earl of Richmond. In 
1443 John, Duke of Somerset and Kendal was granted 
"two parts of the lordships, manors, etc., the third 
part thereof being held by Jacquetta, late the wife of 
John, Duke of Bedford". At the same time Walter 
Strikeland paid 5 marks yearly for "the herbage and 
pannage of the park at Calgarth and the fishery of 
Wynandremere and the lands in the hamlets of 
Appilthwayte and Undermylnbeck ..." which were 
granted to him for life by Henry VI in 1442. This 
portion of the barony was specifically excluded from 
the grant to the Duke of Somerset. In 1457  "two parts 
of the lordships and manors of Kendale" including 
"the fishery of or in the Water of Wynandremere" 
were assigned for life to Margaret, Countess of 
Richmond, and in 1471 these two parts were leased 
to William Parr and Thomas Strikland. In 1472 the 
third part of the fishery owned by the Duchess of 
Bedford was valued at 13s 4d. 

8 Farrer, W. Records relating to the Barony of Kendalle (ed. J. F. 
Curwen) . 2 vols. Kendal, 1923/24. 

M 
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In 1513 Sir Thomas Parr was granted from the crown 
for 40 years at an annual rental of £34o property 
which included the lordship of Applethwaite and the 
fishery of Windermere (this appears to have been 
the whole : there is no mention of a part or moiety) . 

In 1574 a note on a rental of Applethwaite states that 
the fishery and ferrying of the water of Windermere 
paid yearly to the queen "terminum sine gresse aliqua" 
(without any tax or gressom) £6. This amount of 
"Lord's Rent" was not altered subsequently, and 
remained the basis on which individual "Lord's rents" 
were calculated until the last rents were extinguished 
in 1938. 

In the Lumley Fee the list of property (Table 1) 
compiled in 1274 on the death of Robert de Ros 
mentions "Roger's Island ... worth 12d yearly" but 
there is no mention of a fishery in Windermere. How-
ever, in 1297 Margaret de Roos granted to Marmaduke 
de Thweng the "island of Rogerholme and fishery of 
Winandermere" . The original document with the seal 
of Edward I giving licence for this grant is at Levens 
Hall. There is also a copy of it in the Register of deeds 
at Levens Hall which differs from the original as it reads 
"the island of Roger Holm and my part of Winder-
mere" . In 134o, on the death of William de Thweng, 
the value of Roger Holme is given as 6s 8d yearly, 
a very considerable increase on the 12d of 1274. There 
is no corresponding rise in the value of the fishery in 
the Richmond Fee in the same period and it therefore 
seems possible that the earlier figure for Roger Holme 
does not include a fishery and that the later figure 
does so. 

In 1454  a rental of the Earl of Richmond states that 
the men who paid rent for two parts of the fishery 
refused to pay for the ferrying rights, ios per annum, 
because Henry Belyngham "farmer of the fishery" 
claimed these rights. 
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In 157o Alan Bellingham came into possession of 
Roger Holme and the fishery in Windermere and in 
158o his son Thomas Bellingham inherited them. 

In 1641 Sir James Bellingham of Overlevens leased 
the island of Roger Holme for 20 years to Thomas 
Braithwaite of Windermere "with all grassings feedings 
profits commodities and appurtenances" at an annual 
rent of 2S 6d. It was agreed "that it shall and may 
be lawful for the sd James Bellingham ... not only to 
land his fishing nets within the sd ... island but also 
to hang his sd nets within the sd island without let or 
interruption by the same Thomas Braithwaite" (Levens 
papers) . 

No later information has been found concerning this 
fishery. 

The chantry on Lady Holme, which had two 
chaplains, was founded in the 13th century and was 
part of the Richmond Fee. In 1354 it was listed as 
having been within the lordship of William de Coucy 
on his death. 
... and there appertain to the same chantry a certain boat 
upon Wynandermer for fetching their timber in, and a certain 
boat upon the same water for fishing wheresoever within the 
Water aforesaid with ten nets at all times of the year. 

(Brydson 1911).9  

In 1439 William de Biggynges was granted for life 
the chantry or free chapel of St Marieholme in the water of 
Wynanndermere with lands, rents, fisheries, common of pasture 
etc. and io marks of rent from the lordship of Kendale... . 

Some of the land mentioned was at Calgarth, and 
some at Green Farm and Fallbarrow. The chantry is 
included in the roll of certificates of chantries in 
Cumberland and Westmorland made in 1546. When 
the chantries were suppressed the property was sold 
to Thomas Sidney of Walsingham and Nicholas 
Halswelt of Goudhurst in 1553  (Storey 1962) .10  

Brydson, A. P. Sidelights on Mediaeval Windermere. Kendal, 1911. 
10 Storey, R. L. The Chantries of Cumberland and Westmorland, pt. ii. 

CW2 lxü. 
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During the mediaeval period most of the available 
information on fisheries concerns ownership. In the 
later centuries the information is more varied, and 
covers not only ownership but also the organisation 
and management of the fisheries, fishing methods and 
other matters. 

The cubbles. 
The word cubble (variously spelt cable, cobble, 

coble, couble, couple, cubble and cuble) occurs in 
many documents relating to Windermere fisheries. 
Before the fisheries are described the meaning of this 
word must be made clear. Windermere was divided 
into three sections and each of these sections was called 
a cubble. The origin of the word is obscure. The English 
Dialect Dictionary gives several meanings for the 
word "coble", including a short flat-bottomed rowing-
boat as well as a large sea-going sailing fishing vessel. 
A "coble-gate" was a term used in Northumberland 
for the right of salmon fishing with a coble (rowing-boat 
type), or as much as can be fished by one coble. 
The latter definition implies an area of water, and 
approximates to the use of the word cubble (however 
spelt) in Windermere, and this would appear to be the 
most likely derivation. Machell in 1692 uses the word 
cable for a division of Windermere (Ewbank 1963) .11 

In Troutbeck in the 17th century pasture ground 
was divided into three sections known as Cubles 
(Thompson 1968) .12  He suggests that this word 
derived from "cable", one of the meanings of which is 
"a long narrow strip of ground in an open field". 

The boundaries of the cubbles in Windermere are 
shown in Fig. 1. The Upper, High or Highest Cubble 
extended from the meeting place of the River Brathay 

11 Ewbank, J. M. Antiquary on horseback. Kendal, 1963. 
12 Thompson, B. L. The Troutbeck Hundreds and the Common Lands 

of Troutbeck, Westmorland. Privately printed. Kendal, 1968. 
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and the River Rothay to a line from Ecclerigg Crag, 
where the mear or mark was "a little even stone", to 
Pinstones Point. The Middle Cubble extended from 
this boundary southwards to a line from Short Nab 
to Ash Landing. The Low, Lower or Lowest Cubble 
extended southwards from the latter boundary to 
Newby Bridge. The terms Upper and Lower Lake are 
still used by the Royal Windermere Yacht Club. 

It is not clear why Windermere was divided into 
three sections, or why these particular boundaries were 
chosen. The boundaries are completely arbitrary as 
far as the fisheries are concerned, and there are no 
topographical or biological reasons for their position. 
The earliest mention found of the cubbles is in a 
document of 157o (of which a copy made in 1705 
survives) when the word was used without any 
explanation, and therefore must have been in common 
use by that time (Rayrigg papers) . 

Each fishery was confined to a particular cubble, 
though individual owners could hold fisheries in more 
than one cubble. At the boundary point at Short Nab 
two settings of the nets could be made, one in the 
middle and one in the low cubble. 

The fisheries. 
A brief general account follows of the fisheries as 

they existed from the 16th century and possibly earlier. 
It is compiled from documentary evidence, from 
conversations with some persons who remember the 
nettings, and from the results of research carried out 
by the Freshwater Biological Association. 

The fishing method used predominantly by the 
commercial fishermen was netting, with what were 
then called draught nets and are now known as seines. 
Fig. 2 (a) explains the operation of the nets. (i) Rope A 
was made fast on the shore, and (ii) the boat was rowed 
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round the area to be netted paying out first the 
remainder of Rope A, then the net, and lastly Rope B 
as the boat returned to the shore. After a short interval 
to give the net time to sink, (the foot of the net was 
weighted with stones), both ropes were pulled 
simultaneously and (iii) the net drawn on to the shore. 
At least ten hauls could be made in a day. The distance 
from the shore at which the net was set varied from 
about ten to several hundred yards, and the depth 
varied from the surface to 6o ft, according to the 
place and time of year. The ropes were made by the 
fishermen out of cow hair and horse hair, and were 

(b) Angling 

Fio. 2.—Methods of fishing. 
(a) Seine or draught net. 
(b) Angling. Use of otter and plumb line. 
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extremely light in weight, so that two men could work 
a net satisfactorily. These nets were used to catch char, 
trout, pike and perch. Long lines were also used. These 
consisted of lines which were sometimes up to half a 
mile in length, set on the bottom, with baited hooks 
every few yards, and usually left overnight. They 
caught pike, perch and eels and occasionally trout. 
The professional fishermen did not fish with rod and 
line 

There are almost no records of the amount of fish 
caught. Some estimates of the possible yield of the 
fisheries based on recent research at the Freshwater 
Biological Association may therefore be of interest. 
It must be stressed that the figures are only very 
approximate. It has been estimated that about 3 tons 
of char, i ton of trout, 2 tons of pike, 5 tons of perch 
and 2 tons of eels could have been taken out of the 
lake regularly each year, and that these average levels 
of fishing could have been safely maintained over a 
long period of time. In the middle of the 19th century 
the amount of char caught was certainly greater than 
the safe limit, with temporarily disastrous results. 

It appears that ownership of a fishery conferred two 
separate rights. Firstly, the exclusive right to net char 
on a particular spawning site at a particular time of 
year, and secondly the right, within a particular 
cubble, to catch any species of fish throughout the 
year, excluding char spawning sites. Twelve char 
spawning sites are marked on a map of Windermere 
by Frost (1965).13  The char of Windermere consist of 
two groups, those which spawn in the autumn in 
shallow water, and those which spawn in the spring 
in deep water. The spawning sites are closely defined. 
and the duration of the main spawning season is short, 
usually two or three weeks. The autumn spawning 

13 Frost, W. E. "Breeding habits of. Windermere charr, Salvelinus 
willughbii (Günther), and their bearing on speciation of these fish." Proc. 
Royal Society, B. 163, 1965. 
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sites are narrow zones extending along the shore line 
at depths of 3 to 12 ft, the spring sites are more compact 
and are small in area and at depths from 3o to 7o ft 
(Frost 1965).14  The char congregate on the spawning 
sites and are then readily captured. I have seen a 
catch of 40o taken in one haul, and many catches of 
more than loo fish. (These were in experimental 
nettings carried out by the F . B . A . , and the fish were 
returned to the lake.) 

Some char from Windermere run up the river 
Brathay to spawn in the autumn in pools in the river 
and can be readily caught during the few weeks they 
are there. This fishery was owned by the Flemings of 
Rydal and has been described by Armitt (1916)." It 
will not be discussed further in this paper. 

Up to the 18th century the autumn spawning char 
were considered to be a separate species and were 
known as case char (Frost 1955).1°  

The word roade (road or rode) occurs in many of 
the documents concerning the fisheries, and may be 
a variant of the word redd, meaning a spawning place 
of fish. In the 19th century the spelling "rode" was 
used. Certainly char roades were char spawning places. 
Alternatively it may have been derived from röding, 
the Swedish word for char. 

Several detailed lists of the assets of fisheries are 
given in conveyances and provide some information on 
fishing methods. For example, in 1697 half a fishery 
changed hands, this consisted of 
all Char roades, settings, fishing places, Landings, landing places, 
places for hanging the netts and lines in, with halfe of the 
Boate.... 

In 1752 a conveyance lists 
14 Frost, W. E. "Breeding habits of Windermere charr, Salvelinus 

willughbii 
 

(Günther), and their bearing on speciation of these fish." Proc. 
Royal Society, B. 163, 1965. 

15 Armitt, M. L. Rydal (ed. W. F. Rawnsley). Kendal, 1916. 
16 Frost, W. E. "An historical account of char in Windermere." The 

Salmon and Trout Magazine, January 1955. 
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... all and singular Fishings and fishing places, charr roads 
settings and setting places Boat landings stakes coops and 
coop stakes and other implements belonging to the same... . 

(Rayrigg papers) . 

In 1784  there are listed 
... all and singular fishings, fishing and drawing places Charr 
roads Bass and pearch draughts Jack and pike draughts Land-
ings Landing places and boat landings particularly at Green 
landing stakes net stakes and places accustomed to the same 
to stand on coup stakes.... 	 (Curwen papers). 

The coops were live-boxes. It is unlikely that fixed 
nets, fastened with stakes in the lake bottom, were 
used, as this method of fishing is only fully effective in 
running water. The stakes would be used on shore for 
hanging the nets to dry, and in the lake for securing 
the coops in water deep enough to submerge them. 

No reliable information has been found on the value 
of the fisheries. Clarke (1787)17  in 1787 stated that the 
fishery of Windermere was not very valuable. He gives 
a list of the value of the fishing in eleven lakes, but 
does not mention his basis of valuation. The four most 
valuable were Ullswater X13, Windermere f 12 and 
Coniston and Crummack each £7. 

John Swainson of Kendal in a letter written in 1819 
and quoted by Watson (1899)18  estimated that 12,000 
char were caught annually from all the lakes. The price 
then paid to the fishermen was 8s per dozen, so the 
estimated total value of the char was £400. 

Watson (I899)i9  estimated that the average value 
per annum of char caught in Windermere in the years 
1893 to 1898 was about £1,200. 

In 1913 the total assessable rateable value of the 
fisheries was £509. 

The total number of fisheries in the Richmond Fee 
was twelve, as shown in the rentals of the Lowther 

17 Clarke, J. A survey of the Lakes of Cumberland, Westmorland and 
Lancashire. London, 1787. 

18  Watso,n., J. The English Lake District Fisheries. London, 1899. 
18  Watson, J. The English Lake District Fisheries. London, 1899. 
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estate from 1792 onwards. (In addition there was one 
fishery in the Lumley Fee, but no mention of this has 
been found later than 1641.) There was one fishery 
in the High Cubble, five in the Middle Cubble and 
six in the Low Cubble. The statement by Nicolson 
and Burn (1777)20  that "in each cable there are four 
fisheries" is not correct. 

The total rent payable to the Chief Lord of the 
Richmond Fee was £6 (p. 162) . The fishery 
proprietors were responsible for paying the whole of 
this amount, but they could give licence to others to 
ferry (that is carry goods and passengers) . Up to the 

Table 2. 
Inquision take at Kirkby Kendall . . . in the twenty eighth 

year of the raign of or  most gracious Sowraigne Lord King 
Charles the Second of England, Scotland, France ... before 
Sir John Otway Knt Deputy Steward to Or  Sowraign Lady 
Queene Catherine of ... manor of the Richmond Fee .. . 
1675.... 

The rent for the fishrie of Wind. in. Wat. due to his maj for 
fishing and firring not fineable 

L s d 
Rogr Parke & George Parke 	01 04 00 
Martin Dixon 	 o0 15 10 
Chr Robte 	 o0 o6 o8 
Mr Chr Philipson 	 o0 o6 o8 
Tho. Bradgar 	 o0 o6 o8 
Tho. Dixon 	 o0 o6 o8 
Nich. Bell pro Henry Fisher 	 o0 07 o6 
Tho Braithwt 	 o0 04 00 
Miles Gurnell & Geo. Robinson 	o0 o6 o6 
John Groone 	 o0 o6 o6 
John Ashburne & William Rigg 	o0 o6 o6 
Robt Thompson 	 o0 o6 o6 
Mr Samuel Sands 	 o0 o8 o6 
Willm Addyson 	 o0 o6 o6 
Miles Harrison 	 o0 01 00 

o6 00 00 

20  Nicolson, J. & Burn, R. The history of the antiquities of the counties 
of Westmorland and Cumberland. London, 1777. 
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end of the 18th century the charges for these ferrying 
rights were collected by the Lord of the Fee and the 
amount paid by the individual proprietors in any one 
year varied according to the amount paid for ferrying 
rights in that year : the figures were adjusted to produce 
a total of £6. The owner of "the isle of Windermere" 
[Belle Isle] , the only inhabited island, was exempted 
from paying for ferrying rights (Graythwaite papers) . 

Several accounts of the payment of rents to the 
Richmond Fee are still extant. The earliest (Table 2) 
dated 1675, was drawn up in Kendal and shows rents 
due to the Lord of the Richmond Fee, at that time 
Queen Catherine, wife of Charles II (Browne papers) . 
It lists 15 payments and the names of those who paid. 
It does not separate fishers and ferriers, and does not 
say to which cubbles the payments applied. A later 
list (Table 3) was drawn up in 1740 by Benjamin 

Table 3. 
1740. An accut of the Fishings of Windermere water as follows. 

Mr Fletcher Fleming pays for his 
Fishing 	 o - 17 - 4 

Highest Cobble Mr John Robinson pays for his 
Fishing 	 o - 09 - 2 

John Robinson of Milnerground pays 	o6 - 8 
Robert Dixon pays for his Fishing 	o6 - 8 
Robt Robinson Jun for geo of Boats 	o6 - 8 

Midle Cuble 	Geo. Brathwaite of Boats for the 
Ferry 	 o6 - 8 

John Dawes for his Fishing 	o6 - 8 
Robt Kendall for Bownass Landing 	o8 - o 
Robt Robinson Sen for his Fishing 	o6 - 8 

Lowest Cubbles 
3-14- 6  
2 - 06 - o 

6-00-6 

  

Mr Sandys pays with Fishers for Cunsy Calgarth also pays 
to a Rent to them Ferry rent is payd with Fishers Bownass 
Landing Rent is ? with Fishers. 
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Browne of Troutbeck, who was responsible from 1729 
to 1748 for collecting certain rents on behalf of Lord 
Lonsdale, then Lord of the Richmond Fee (Browne 
papers) . The rent was paid in two instalments of £3 
in June and November. Two fisheries are shown in 
the High Cubble and five in the Middle. The fisheries 
of the Low Cubble are not given in detail, but on a 
previous page of the manuscript an almost identical 
list in rough states 

"Lowest cubles 4 fishings 
In all II fishings 
Mr Sandys 	0-4-0 
Callgarth 	o-o-Io." 

The 45  od paid by Mr Sandys was for ferrying. 

The separate entry for Calgarth is discussed later 
(p. 182). The information in this rental about the 
number of fisheries is not consistent with that in the 
later rentals. The discrepancies probably arose because 
in 174o some of the fisheries were sub-divided and 
some of the proprietors owned more than one fishery. 

At the end of the 18th century there appears to have 
been a change of policy, as a rental dated 1792 (Table 4) 
lists fisheries only and in this and subsequent rentals 
there is no mention of ferrying. The Lord's rent for 
individual fisheries remained unchanged from 1792. 
The rents were however gradually enfranchised and 
annual payments discontinued : in 1812 for one fishery 
in the Low Cubble, in 1865 one fishery in each of 
the High, Middle and Low Cubbles and in 1907 two 
fisheries in the Low Cubble, so that in 1933  only four 
fisheries in the Middle Cubble and two fisheries in the 
Low Cubble were still paying the Lord's Rent. In 
1938 the two fisheries in the Low Cubble were 
enfranchised. 

The Lord's rent for the High Cubble was LI-6-Id, 
for the Middle Cubble £2-7-IId (5 fisheries @ 9/7d), 
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Table 4. 
Kendal Barony Rental 1792. 

Richmond Fee. 
A rental of Fishings in Windermere Water payable at Michas. 

and Lady Day in each year. 
High Cubble Yearly free rent. 

John Fleming Esqr 17 - 4z 
Ditto 8 - 82 
Middle Cubble 

John Christian Curwen Esqr 9 - 7 
Ditto 9 - 7 
Ditto 9 - 7 

John Fleming 9 - 7 
James Wilson Esqr 9 - 7 

Low Cubble 
Jeremiah Dixon 7 - 8 
Mr George Braithwaite 7 - 8 

Ditto 7 - 8 
Miles Sandys Esqr 7 - 8 
Mr Wm Rawlinson 7 - 8 
John Stewardson 7 - 8 

- o - o 

for the Low Cubble £2-6-od (6 fisheries @ 7 /8d),  total
6 (Manor of Applethwaite Call Book, Lonsdale 

papers) . 

The ownership of the fisheries. 
The fisheries were treated as Real Estate and were 

held freehold subject to a quit rent payable to the Lord 
of the Fee. They were subject to sale, mortgage and 
devise. Some of the proprietors were in the habit of 
letting the fisheries, while others kept them in their 
own hands, but all, either the proprietors themselves 
or their lessees, exercised the right of netting and pre-
vented others from doing so. Some of the proprietors 
held more than one fishery, and some of the fisheries 
were sub-divided. The riparian landowners had no 
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fishing rights arising out of ownership of the lake shore. 
Information on the ownership of the individual 

fisheries is fragmentary; for some of them complete 
records exist from the 17th century onwards, while 
for others scarcely any information has been found. 

The High Cubble. 
A fishery "in the highest and middle cubbles" 

of the annual free rent of £I-4s  was owned by 
Christopher Parke at some time before 1666. On his 
death the fishery was jointly owned by his sons Roger 
and George. In 1666 George granted his share to 
Thomas Hoggart of Crosses, his son-in-law, as a 
marriage portion when he married his daughter Ann, 
and the fishery was divided. 

In 1693 Roger Parke younger of Millerground, 
fisherman, sold for £15 to John Phillipson of Rayrigg 
` `a moiety or half fishing in the highest and middle 
cubbles" and in 1697 Thomas Hoggart of Troutbeck, 
yeoman, sold for £18-los also to John Philipson of 
Rayrigg "a moiety or half fishing in the highest and 
middle cubbles", the latter is described as "formerly 
in the possession of Christopher Parke, after in the 
holding and possession of Roger Parke and now in 
the possession of the said Thomas Hoggart". 

Thomas Philipson of Rayrigg disposed of most of 
his fisheries in the years 1729-31. In 1730 he sold for 
£30 to John Robinson senior of "Milnerground 
yeoman" and George Dixon of "Milnerground Tayler" 
his fishing "in the highest coble ... with his boat 
landing place and hanging of the nett" and in 1731 he 
sold to G. B. Barton and Robert Philipson "his free 
fishing in the highest Couble" this sale included 
Rayrigg Hall and no separate price is given for the 
fishing (Rayrigg papers) . 

In 174o Browne's accounts (Table 3) shows that 
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Mr Fletcher Fleming paid 17s 4d and Mr John Robinson 
paid gs 2d Lord's rent for fisheries in the High Cubble. 

In 1752 John Robinson of Milnerground fisherman 
bought for X31-Ios from Benjamin Robinson of 
Callgarth a "moiety of a fishing in the highest and 
middle cubble with its appurtenances late belonging 
to John Robinson elder of Milnerground yeoman 
deceased late father of Benjamin Robinson" (Browne 
papers) . 

Later in the same year, 1752, John Robinson of 
Milnerground fisherman sold for £40 to Fletcher 
Fleming of Rayrigg "all that his fishing in the highest 
cubble formerly belonging to John Robinson his late 
father" . John Robinson therefore retained that part 
of the fishery which was in the Middle Cubble (Rayrigg 
papers) . By this purchase Fletcher Fleming brought 
together again under one ownership all the fishing in 
the High Cubble, and it remained in the possession 
of the Fleming family until the loth century when it 
was purchased by Mr G. H. Pattinson. It includes the 
valuable char spawning ground off Holbeck mouth. 

An agreement made in 1701 between Dame Elizabeth 
Otway of Ambleside Hall and George Braithwaite of 
High Wray also concerns fishing in the High Cubble 
(Browne papers). She leased to him for five shillings 
a year certain ferrying rights (p. 185) and the right 
"to have a pike nett at Pull Eas and Low Wray poole 
foot and liberty to sett hooks att the Waterhead and 
to angle where he pleases in the high Cuble and to 
fish with Lister [fish spear] att the waterhead or any 
other priviledge formerly belonging to the said Lady 
Otway ... still reserving to the sd. Dame Elizabeth 
Otway the 20 charrs belonging to the sd. Dame Eliza-
beth Otway which the Fisher men upon the sd. water 
are to give her every yeare". 
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The Middle Cubble. 
The owners of Rayrigg also held fisheries in the 

Middle Cubble. The two moieties bought by John 
Philipson in 1693 and 1697 (see above) were of fishing 
in the highest and middle cubbles. 

In 1729 Thomas Philipson sold for £38-los to Robert 
Robinson of Bowness fisherman and Christopher 
Robinson of The Ashes Staveley husbandman his 
fishery "in the middle cuble (except a certain charr 
road known by the name of Holling Road)". Holling 
Road, a spring spawning ground, was on the east side 
of the lake about quarter of a mile north of Rayrigg 
Hall (MS. notebook) .21 

In 1744  the fishery which had been sold to Robert 
and Christopher Robinson in 1729 was divided to 
"make a full perfect and absolute partition of the said 
fishery.... Robert Robinson to have a moiety or 
half ... and Christopher Robinson the other moiety 
or half". 

In 1764 John Robinson of Nook in Underbarrow 
Husbandman bought for £4o from John Robinson 
fisherman of Bowness and Agnes (his mother) half a 
fishing in the Middle Cubble with the exception of 
Holling Road. 

In 1777 Fletcher Fleming of Rayrigg bequeathed all 
his fisheries to his nephew John Raincock (who later 
changed his name to Fleming) . At that time Fletcher 
Fleming held the fishing in the High Cubble and also 
the char rights at Holling Road. 

In 1782 John Fleming (formerly Raincock) bought 
for £43-los  from the executors of Christopher Robin-
son a half fishery in the Middle Cubble, and in 1784 
John Fleming bought for £43-los from John Robinson 
of Bowness another half fishery in the Middle Cubble. 

By these transactions he became owner of a complete 

21 MS. notebook in the possession of Mr G. H. Pattinson. 

N 
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fishery in the Middle Cubble which included Holling 
Road, in addition to the fishery in the High Cubble. 
This fishery was sold to Mr G. H. Pattinson in 1913 
(Rayrigg papers) . 

Another fishery in the Middle Cubble was sold on 
io January 1722 by Thomas Roberts of Green, 
fisherman, to Thomas Dixon of Fallbarrow, yeoman, 
for X34. A week later, on 17 January, Dixon leased 
this same fishery to Roberts at an annual rent of LI-14s 
in addition to the annual Lord's rent of 6s-8d. Roberts 
was "to find and provide his own boat" The sale 
included "Fishing places Charr roads Landings and 
Boat Landing and Landing places particularly at Green 
Landing" (D /Cur 9, 14, 15 / 16, Curwen papers) . 

In 173o Thomas Dixon sold some property to Robert 
Philipson, Miles Wilson and William Collinson, and 
later in the same year it was sold to Robert Collinson. 
The property included Fallbarrow and "a fishery in the 
midle Cubble upon Windermer Watter of yearly 
free rent of 6-8d". (In 1866 Mr Rawson, who had 
recently purchased Fallbarrow, claimed ownership of 
this fishery, without success. It was probably one of 
the fisheries purchased by the Curwens.) 

In 175o a fishery described as "late belonging to 
Robert Dixon of Bownas" and left by him to John 
Thompson was sold by John Thompson "of Bownas" 
to Henry Williamson of Low House in Undermilnbeck, 
Woodmonger, for X62-15s. The landing place at Green 
Field or Green Landing was excepted from the sale. 
The sale included the "fishing and Char Road at a 
place called Breare Rash in the Middle Cubble . . . 
and his fishing boat" . Of the purchase money £2-15s 
was for the fishing boat (D / Cur 9, 14, 15 / 16, Curwen 
papers) . Breare Rash was a char spawning ground 
near the west shore of the lake north of Thompson 
Holme. 

In 1772 Henry Williamson bought from John. 
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Robinson of Green for £35 "one undivided moiety or 
full half part ... of all that fishing in the middle cubble 
on Windermere Water and Charr Road at a certain 
place called Breare Rash". 

It is not clear if this was part of the same fishery 
that was sold by John Dawes of Bowness (who had 
inherited it from his father Richard Dawes) to John 
Christian in 1784 for £100. This sale included the 
landing place at Green Landing, and various other 
assets listed on p. i7o. 

In 1749 Thomas Braithwaite of Hollin Hall and 
John Braithwaite sold to John Floyer property which 
included Belle Isle and two small islands "and also 
all those two Fishings in the middle and lower cubble 
formerly belonging to Sir Christopher Philipson" 
(D /Cur 9, 14, 15 /16, Curwen papers) . The fishery in 
the Low Cubble must have been sold because in a 
rental of 1792 and subsequent rentals John Christian 
Curwen (then owner of Belle Isle) is listed as holding 
three fisheries in the Middle Cubble and none in the 
Low Cubble. 

In 1757  a fishery in the Middle Cubble was sold by 
William Kemp to James Robinson (Graythwaite 
papers) . In 1861 this fishery belonged to R. L. Watson, 
owner of the Calgarth estate, and it was included in 
the sale of the estate to Mr O. W. E. Hedley in 1908. 
It is not clear to whom it belonged between 1792 and 
1861. 

In 1792 a fishery in the Middle Cubble was owned by 
James Wilson, and it remained in the Wilson family 
(a branch of the Wilsons of Rigmaden) until the loth 
century (Manor of Applethwaite Call Book, Lonsdale 
papers) . 

The Low Cubble. 
The fisheries in the Low Cubble changed hands less 

frequently than those in the other cubbles, and there- 
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fore documentary evidence about them is scarce. 
Brovvne's rental of 1740 does not give particulars of 
the separate fisheries in the Low Cubble. 

In a will made in 1686 William Addyson of Tower- 
wood left most of his property to his daughters, with 
the exception of his fishery : 
I doe give my Fishing in and upon Windermere Water with the 
appurtenances of the ancient annual rent of 5s od to the King's 
maj or Queen Dowager. 	 (Browne papers) . 

William Addyson is mentioned in the rental of 1675 
(Table 2) . It is not known to whom this fishery subse-
quently belonged. 

The Sandys family and the Rawlinson family each 
held a fishery in the Low Cubble continuously from 
the 17th to the loth century. 

In 1713 Myles Sandys of Graythwaite (b. 1652 
d. 1715) left to Myles Sandys of Esthwaite his grandson 
(b. 1696 d. 1766) "all that his right and title to ferry 
and fish in and upon Windermere water" which, after 
the death of his grandfather he was to have "without 
stopp, lett, suite, trouble, disturbance, molestation, 
interruption or incumbrance. 	." (Graythwaite 
papers) . The char fishery was off Grubbins Point. 

The Braithwaites of Stock Park also held char fish-
ing rights off Grubbins Point; they held two fisheries 
in the Low Cubble. These fisheries passed to Mrs 
Deakin, Mrs Marden and C. E. Hoyland, and 
were subsequently sold with the rest of the estate in 
1919 to Major G. F. H. Dickson. In 1948 these two 
fisheries were bought by the Freshwater Biological 
Association. 

The fishery in the Low Cubble which had been owned 
by the Stewardsons in 1792 was by 1812 in the 
possession of John Bolton of Storrs Hall. The Lord's 
rent for this fishery was enfranchised in 1812 so no 
further information is available in the records of the 
Lowther estate. This fishery was later owned by the 
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Rev. T. Staniforth of Storrs Hall, Mrs Bolton's nephew, 
and was included in the sale of the estate in 1890 (Storrs 
papers) . 

The fishery in the Low Cubble which was owned 
in 1792 by Jeremiah Dixon of Fell Foot was in the 
possession of G. J. M. Ridehalgh in 1861 (Lonsdale 
papers) . 

It can be seen from the evidence on the ownership 
of the fisheries that up to the end of the 18th century 
some of them were owned by the fishermen themselves. 
By the early 19th century all the fisheries were in the 
hands of the gentry, who would employ others to fish 
or would lease the fisheries. 

The census returns of 1841, 1851 and 1861 show 
the names of the persons who gave their occupation 
as "fisherman" (Table 5) . In 1861 some of these were 
shown as "Boatman and Fisherman" ; at this time 
the tourist trade was increasing and the fisheries were 

Table 5. 
List of persons whose occupation was given as "fisherman" in the 

Census Returns of 1841, 

1841. 

1851 and 1861, with their ages. 

1851. 	 1861. 
Bowness Bowness Bowness 
George Ashburner 67 William Cloudsdale 43 William Cloudsdale 53 
William Balmer 6o Charles Kirkbride 35 George Dixon 3o 
William Cloudsdale 3o William Kirkbride 32 *Thomas Hartley 55 

George Robinson Atkinson, Fisher 27 29 Charles Kirkbride 45 
George Fisher 74 Henry Robinson 73 *William Kirkbride 41  
George Robinson 67 James Robinson 22 *William Kirkbride 16 
Henry Robinson 63 John Robinson 40 George Robinson 39 
Jonathan Robinson 7o John Robinson 35 James Robinson 8o 
William Robinson 40 Thomas Robinson 27 John Robinson 5o 
Robert Stewardson 4o *Thomas Robinson 37 

William Robinson 24 

Gill Head Millerground Belle Ile 
John Stewardson 7o George Kirkbride 28 John Alexander 38 

William Alexander 4o 

Sawrey Sawrey 
William Alexander 45 John Alexander 27 [5  occupation given as 

William Alexander 57 Boatman 	and 	Fisher- 
Thomas Kirkbride 6o man] 
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in a decline. In none of these census returns have any 
fishermen been found who lived in the Ambleside 
district nor in the districts adjacent to the Low 
Cubble. It is possible that some proprietors employed 
their estate workers to carry out occasional nettings, 
and that fishing would not be the main occupation 
of these men. 

The Curwens leased a fishery in the Middle Cubble 
to Wilson Martin in 1869, and to Charles Kirkbride 
and James Walker jointly in 1869 and 1870, and to 
Edward Borwick of the Ferry Hotel in 187o, 1875 and 
1876. The annual rent for each of these fisheries was 

4-11-od (Curwen papers) . 
A list of proprietors in the Graythwaite papers, made 

probably in 1876, and a list in the Fishery Board report 
published in the Westmorland Gazette22  in 1882 both 
show the Curwens as owning two fisheries, though they 
continued to pay Lord's Rent for three. It is possible 
that the fishery acquired by the Watsons was purchased 
from the Curwens. The present owners of fisheries 
include the Freshwater Biological Association, Major 
T. W. I. Hedley, Mr C. M. Pattinson and Major 
M. E. M. Sandys. 

Calgarth. 
The status of the fishery which was part of the 

Calgarth estate is obscure : it differed from the other 
fisheries. 

Machell (Ewbank 1963)23  mentions that Calgarth 
owned "a parcel of fishing" and the report drawn up 
for Col. Sandys probably in 1876 states 
In addition to the fishery mentioned above [i.e. sold by Kemp 
to Robinson in 1757 and later owned by Col. Watson] Col. 
Watson appears to have some rights of fishing appurtenant 
to his property at Calgarth. This appears to have been originally 

22 Westmorland Gazette, 8 March 1882. 
23 Ewbank, J. M. Antiquary on horseback. Kendal, 1963. 
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the subject of a grant from the crown 7 Eliz. [1565] to C. and 
R. Philipson which was confirmed by one 8 Jas. I. This grant 
mentions "piscationes" although it does not state these to 
be in Windermere, but subsequent conveyances of the same 
property state the fishery as being in Calgarth. 

(Graythwaite papers). 

There is no suggestion that this fishery was restricted 
to a particular cubble, and it is possible that the 
original grant of the estate to the Stricklands in 1442 
may have been earlier than the organisation of the 
cubbles, or it may have been this fishery which was 
owned by the chantry, and which was purchased by 
Christopher and Rowland Philipson in 1565. 

Control of the use of the lake. 
Up to the middle of the 19th century the general 

control of the use of the lake was entirely in the hands 
of the proprietors. They regulated, or attempted to 
regulate, the number of boats on the lake, the activities 
of other lake users, and the actual methods of fishing. 
They were particularly concerned to prevent any 
unauthorised fishing, and control of boats appears to 
have been strict. Thus in 1574 a complaint was made 
that Alan Bellingham esq., has encroached and intruded upon 
the queen's possession there, in that he has caused to be made 
a boat for fishing in the water called Wynndermer Watter with-
out any title and without this that he or any others his 
ancestors have fished there before time. 

In 1697 George Braithwaite of High Wray and his 
brother William obtained permission from John 
Philipson of Rayrigg and William Robinson of Miller-
ground 
to keep a boate in the Highest and midle cubbles upon Winder-
mere water for and during the space and term of three years 
to commence from the first day of May last past under the 
performance of the covenants hereafter particularly mentioned 
Viz the said George Braithwaite and William Braithwaite for 
themselves their heirs executors and administrators and every 
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of them doth covenant promise and grant to and with them the 
said John Philipson and William Robinson (and) their heirs 
that they the said George and William Braithwaite nor any 
by from or under them shall not kill any fish with the saide 
boate nor sett any hooks nor lines within the said cubbles nor 
lend it to any to ferry, kill or take any fish with at any time 
hereafter, nor Ferry themselves but for their own particular 
uses but most especially for crossing the water to visit and 
fetch their relations and as often as there shall be occasion 
and to use it soe as not in the least to prejudice or damnify 
either the Fishery or the comon Ferry boate, but shall forfeit 
for every transgression or offence the sum of twenty shillings 
to be paid to the said John Philipson and William Robinson... . 

(Rayrigg papers). 

Fishermen and ferriers were jealous of the respective 
rights for which they paid rent, and there were several 
disputes on account of this. 

In 157o a jury was called to arbitrate in a dispute 
between William Robinson and ferriers in the lowest 
cubble and Miles Millner and the ferriers in the middle 
cubble. A copy of the original document was made in 
1705, and attested as follows : 
This is a true coppy of an award I had from Robert Garnett 
and now in the custody of Tho. Elleray in Stones. Witness 
John Philipson de Rayrigge examined the 12th of March 1705. 

The verdict of the jury in 157o was 
First wee finde that the Ferryers in the Lowest Cubble is Free 
to Ferry within the said Cubble to their most advantage, also 
wee finde that Miles Millner is Free to Ferry within the said 
midle Cubble both for horse and man or any other Carriage 
that shall be requested of him or his assigns to Ferry paying 
the yearly rent unto the Lord thereof vis viiid and that noe 
other Ferryers nor Fishers within the said middle cubble doe 
Ferry but only for their own use upon payment of is iiiid unto 
the Lord thereof.... 	 (Rayrigg papers). 

In 1670 a jury was summoned to give a verdict on the 
same and other subjects (see p. 188) 
whereas there hath been variance and controversey between 
Roger Parke and other Fishers and Ferriers in the Highest 
Couble of Windermere water William Robinson and other 
Fishers and Ferriers in the Lowest Couble of the said water 
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and Rowland Parke and other Fishers and Ferriers in the midle 
Couble of the said water on the one partie and Thomas 
Braithwaite Ferrier in and upon the said water on the other 
partie Touching the several rights of Ferrying within the said 
Coubles as also diverse other matters and controversies. 

Their findings concerning ferrying were 
that all the Fishers and Ferriers that pay Fishing and Ferry 
Rent to his Majesty within the Highest and Lowest Couble 
upon the said water may Fish and Ferry any sort of goods 
whatsoever which their Boates can carry within their respective 
coubles for their most advantage, and that the Fishers and 
Ferriers in the midle couble which likewise do pay their Ferry 
rents may only Ferry in the midle for their own necessaries 
and no further except the said Thomas Braithwaite... . 

(Rayrigg papers). 

In 1701 Dame Elizabeth Otway let for 5s a year to 
George Braithwaite certain fishing rights (p. 176) and 
the privilege "of conveying a boate with any goods 
whatsoever from the head to the foote of the sd. water" 
(Browne papers) . 

In 1725 as a result of a complaint by George Brath-
waite, who owned the ferry rights and was threatening 
to withdraw the ferry service, a jury was summoned, 
to consist of 
16 discreet customary tenants of the said manour (sc. Winder-
mere) of good reputation and knowledge in the customs thereof 
and equally to be chosen from the four manours of Applethwaite 
Undermillbeck Troutbeck and Ambleside. 

They were to enquire 
If any fisher or fishers fernier or ferriers in the lowest or middle 
cuble aforesaid may by the custome ferry any men or goods 
cattles wares or merchandise therein or elsewhere in upon or 
across the said water save their own respective person or 
persons goods cattle wares and merchandise and that in their 
respective fishing boats and allso in their peculiar low or 
midle cuble and not elsewhere. 

If any Fishers or Ferriers in the said high cuble may by the 
custome ferry any person or persons cattle goods wares and 
merchandise or other persons save within that cuble and in 
their own respective fishing boats. 

(D / Lonsdale / L W4 Kendal Barony, Lonsdale papers) . 

The outcome of this enquiry is not known. 
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There must have been further trouble in the Middle 
Cubble as in October 1731 the following agreement 
was drawn up : 
Memdm Mr Thos Philipson and Jon" Robinson for his father 
agree that the fishermen have no right of ferrying (saving their 
own goods) neither have they any right to allow the liberty 
of ferrying to any other pson. 

Robt Kendall promises to pay the Ferry Rent provided the 
fishermen neither Ferry themselves (saving their own goods) 
nor encourage other people in ferrying. 

Robt Kendall does agree that he has no right of fishing upon 
acct of his ferry rent. 

It is agreed that if any of the fishermen pay part of the ferry 
rent such fishermen shall have a right of ferrying in proportion 
to the rent he payd. 

This was not the end of the trouble, as nine years later, 
in 174o, Thomas Philipson signed a note on the back 
of the 1731 document, "I own that the within is what 
I agreed to before the Ld Viscount Lonsdale. Thos. 
Phillipson" (Browne papers), which suggests he had 
not been keeping to the agreement. 

For over twenty years the proprietors in the Low 
Cubble were troubled by the activities of a man who 
paid neither fishing nor ferrying rent. In 1739 they 
took legal advice and were obviously considering action 
against him. In a summary of the position drawn up 
for the benefit of their legal adviser the man is referred 
to as J.B.  The complaint against him was that 
he has built a new boat and ferrys at pleasure not only within 
that cobble but thro' other two cobbles and often times takes 
and kills fish sinks timber in the draughts of the fishers whereby 
the fishers are hindered to draw with their nets to their great 
prejudice and often rows his boat thro the nets of the fishers 
when set out in the common draughts and disappoints 'em of 
catching fish. The Impunity of J.B. has encouraged several 
other People to erect boats to carry and fish on the said Water 
without any Lycence contrary to Usage or Right and thereby 
do great Damage to the said Fishers and Fishery and Ferrying. 

The advice given was that 
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he will be a Trespasser if he fish within this cobble, or breaks 
the Nets of the Fishers there or does any thing to the hindrance 
or annoyance of their Fishery. 	(Graythwaite papers). 

The outcome is not known. 

On 18 July 1793 the proprietors of the fisheries held 
a meeting in Bowness. This may have been arranged 
because Lord Lonsdale was no longer collecting rents 
for ferrying (see p. 173). A copy of the minutes has 
survived : 
Resolved that no Carriage Boat navigating on the lake of 
Windermere, with the Goods and Commodities of the Public, 
shall be suffered to pass on the sd Lake, but upon the following 
conditions — (Viz) Every Boat so navigating shall pay to the 
owners of the said Fisheries the Sum of 15 /- annually for the 
Priviledge of such Passage, and also be subject to the following 
Rate and Regulation as of back? Carriage, for carrying the 
Goods of the Public — (viz) from Newby Bridge to Bowness 9d 
per ton — from Newby Bridge to the Head of the Water or any 
intermediate Place North of Bowness, r /7 per ton -  

d 
For every Bushel of Lime to Bowness r /1 
Do to Waterhead 	 2 

and so in proportion for every other Article according to the 
above prices — 
Resolved that every Boat not the Property of any owner of a 
Fishery, navigating the Lake of Windermere, usually denomin-
ated a Pleasure Boat, not carrying Goods and Merchandise, 
shall annually pay the Sum of five shillings to the owners of 
the Fisheries — 
Resolved that in case any Person refuse to comply with the 
aforementioned several Paymts and Regulations, the Proprietors 
of the said Fisheries hereby agree to enforce the same at their 
Joint Expence, by such Methods as the Law directs — 
Resolved that the Sums so collected shall be appropriated to the 
paymt of the Lords Rent and the surplus if any equally divided 
amongst the Owners of the sd Fisheries... . 

Signed by Jer. Dixon 
John Fleming 
G. Braithwaite 
J-C-Curwen 
James Wilson 
John Stuartson. (Curwen papers). 
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It is not known whether these regulations ever came 
into force. The important fact that emerges is that in 
1793 the proprietors of the fisheries still claimed juris-
diction over all the boats on the lake, but there is no 
mention of restricting ferrying rights to particular 
cubbles. A charge on pleasure boats would have been 
lucrative at this time, as contemporary descriptions 
and pictures of regattas show many such boats on 
the lake. 

If these charges were ever enforced, they cannot 
have lasted for many years, as a report made about 
1876 stated that "the public have been allowed to Boat 
upon and angle in the Lake without license or payment 
of any kind" (Graythwaite papers) . 

Management of the fisheries. 
The management of the fisheries, in the sense of 

protecting and conserving the fish populations, was 
also the concern of the proprietors. They took action 
mainly by controlling the type and mesh size of the 
nets, in order to prevent the capture of very small fish. 
The jury summoned in 1670 gave judgment on a 
disputed point in this connection : 
— and Lastly we find that the several fishers have used and 
may use distinct netts for summer netts being two inches or 
upwards meash.... 	 (Rayrigg papers). 

There are no details available of the nets used at this 
period, but later the nets used in summer were bigger 
both horizontally and vertically than those used in the 
deep settings in the winter. There are several methods 
of measuring mesh size and unfortunately it is not 
clear which is implied here. The most likely explana-
tion is that "stretched mesh" was being measured : a 
2 in. (5cm) stretched mesh (q. in. (locm) circumfer-
ence) would hold all char over 82 in. (22cm) in length 
and would also retain some smaller than this. 
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Willughby' in his History of Fishes (published 
in 1686) mentions that the red char of Winder-
mere (i.e. spring spawners) were caught at spawning 
time. He had been informed that the nets, set from 
the shore, used on the deep spawning grounds, were 
not suitable for catching char in summer when the fish 
were in the top layers of the water. 

In 1768 an agreement was signed by sixteen "owners 
or proprietors tenants or farmers of fisheries" headed 
by M. Sandys and including one woman : 

M. Sandys 
Robert Robinson 
William Rawlinson 
George Braithwaite 
Richard Dawes 
Henry Williamson 
John Robinson 
James Robinson 

Martha Woodburn 
John Stewardson 
William Robinson 
Christopher Robinson 
William Birk et 
Edward Walker 
Thomas Stewartson 
Anthony Garnett 

(It may be noted that Fletcher Fleming, who then 
owned the fishery in the High Cubble, was not one of 
the signatories) . 

The first part of the agreement banned for seven 
years the capture of case char (see p. 169) on their 
spawning banks during the spawning season as 
follows : 
(They) shall not nor will at any time or times hereafter during 
the term of seven years next after the date of these presents 
kill take or destroy or cause to be procured to be killed or 
destroyed upon the banks or places in the said lake or water 
called Windermere Water commonly known by the name or 
distinction of the case spawning banks (other than and except 
such of the said case Spawning banks as lie or are situated within 
the draughts called long char draughts which have been usually 
heretofore drawn over as such) any of that species of the fish 
called char which is commonly known by the distinction or 
appelation of case. 

The section in brackets allowed the fishermen to fish 
on the spawning banks outside the spawning season. 

24 Willughby, F. De Historia Piscium. Oxford, 1686. 
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The second part of the agreement consisted of a total 
ban on "case nets" as follows : (They) "neither shall 
nor will use for that purpose any of the nets called case 
nets upon any pretence whatsoever." It is clear that 
the case nets were different from the nets regularly 
used (see p. 166) but no further information is avail-
able from Windermere. However, a description of 
netting in Ullswater given by Clarke (1787)25 may be 
relevant. He describes a type of gill net (Fig. 3), made 
with very fine twine, set parallel to the shore, into 
which fish which had congregated to spawn near the 
shore were driven by boats operating between the net 
and the shore. Such a method would be extremely 
effective in capturing autumn spawning (case) char. If 
the case nets were in fact gill nets then the ban was very 
effective, for it appears that gill nets were not again 
used in Windermere until 1939.  

float 

-411:71) 

 

weight lead line weight 

FIG. 3.—A modern gill net. 

The third part of the agreement of 1768 imposed a 
minimum mesh size of three inches circumference. The 
signatories agreed that during the next seven years 
they 
shall not nor will ... make use of or employ any fishing nets 
for any purpose whatsoever in the said lake or water called 

25 Clarke, J. A survey of the Lakes of Cumberland, Westmorland and 
Lancashire. London, 1787. 
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Windermere Water which shall when new be less than three 
inches round the respective meshes thereof to be measured 
before the same shall be the first time put into the water 
round the inside of the mesh and that all and every fishing net 
and fishing nets to be used or employed by any of the said 
parties to these presents for any purpose whatsoever in the 
said lake or water called Windermere Water after the date of 
these presents during the term of seven years next shall be 
no less than three inches round the inside of the meshes thereof 
aforesaid if new shall be before they shall be so used or put 
into the water be brought to two of the parties to these presents 
to be by such two of the said parties seen and measured whether 
the same are not less than three inches round the inside of 
the meshes thereof. 

A mesh of 3 in. (7-5cm) circumference would hold all 
char over 7 in. (18cm) in length and would also retain 
some smaller than this. In the event of being found 
guilty of any "breach or default" of the agreement 
each signatory agreed to pay "ten pounds of lawful 
money of Great Britain" to be divided among the 
other signatories (Rayrigg papers) . 

About 1840 fishing pressure was intensified, at a 
time when the trade in char was flourishing and the 
population and tourist trade were increasing. Much 
larger char nets were brought into use than those which 
had previously been used. The increase in size of nets 
was in the length, not in the mesh which was very 
small indeed, less than 2 in. (5cm) circumference (a 
mesh of 2 in. circumference would catch all char over 
5 in. (13cm) and many smaller than this). According 
to Mr John Fell, a witness at the 1878 inquiry (Buck-
land and Walpole 1878)26  the mesh was "so small that 
hundreds of very small fish, of the size of minnows, 
were brought out". 

A new element in the exploitation of the lake had 
appeared about 1830, over which the proprietors had 
no control, when new methods of fishing with rod 

26  Buckland, F. & Walplole, S. Report on the fisheries of the English 
Lake District. H.M.S.O., London, 1878. 
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and line were adopted (Braithwaite 1884) .27  Before 
this time anglers had not been considered a threat to 
commercial fishermen. The anglers fished partly for 
sport and partly for profit, and much of their catch 
was sold. The new methods involved the use of either 
the lath or the otter. These devices enabled each rod 
to fish several hooks simultaneously by spreading the 
line horizontally (Fig. 2 (b)) and they were very 
effective in catching fish (Davy 1857) . 28 

At a meeting of proprietors at Newby Bridge in 
March 1862 it was reported that the use of the otter 
"had extended to a degree which amounts to a 
nuisance and has rendered legitimate angling nearly 
worthless, depriving thereby the inhabitants around 
the lake of the advantages which they derived by 
attending tourists and providing them with boats" 
(Westmorland Gazette).20  Several of the witnesses 
at the 1878 enquiry also commented on the lethal 
effects of the lath and the otter, and in 1884 their use 
was made illegal. 

The plumb line (Fig. 2 (b)) was introduced about 
1840. Day (x887)30  quotes R.B.L. 
It will be between forty or fifty years ago since a Mr Spencer, 
from Manchester, first introduced the plumb line into the Lake 
District ... his success, season after season, speedily induced 
imitators, and the plumb line did not take long to become 
established. 

This method of fishing enables an angler to fish at 
several depths simultaneously. Most char anglers fish 
with two rods, one on each side of the boat : a separate 
licence is required for each rod. It is the method used 
today for catching char. 

Day (I887)31  again quoting R.B.L., has further 
information on char fishing : 

27 Braithwaite, G. F. Salmonidae of Westmorland. Kendal, 1884. 
28  Davy, J. The angler in the Lake District. London, 1857. 29 Westmorland Gazette, 29 March 1862. 30 Day, F. British and Irish Salmonidae. London & Edinburgh, 1887. 31 Day, F. British and Irish Salmonidae. London & Edinburgh, 1887. 
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From the beginning of November to the middle or end of 
January they were netted, "hooked foul" and caught with a 
bait of salmon roe or worm. One net could sweep up a whole 
school and three hooks, tied triangle fashion and skilfully 
manipulated, might account for half a hundred fish during a 
day. These were the halcyon days for potted char ... even in 
186o char, when in season during spring and summer, realised 
a shilling each all round at Bowness irrespective of their size... . 

By 1862 the fisheries were in such a poor way that 
a committee of proprietors decided to stop all netting 
from the autumn of 1863. This was the last occasion 
on which the proprietors acted effectively together. It 
is clear that the position must have been serious to 
produce agreement for such a drastic measure. The 
meetings which led up to this ban were reported in the 
Westmorland Gazette in its issues of 29 March and II 
October 1862, the latter under the heading "Protection 
of Salmon in Windermere". One speaker stated that 
"the smallness of the meshes used caused the destruc-
tion of large quantities of salmon ... to his certain 
knowledge", but a fisherman maintained as a reason 
for shortage of fish, "It was all along of them swans 
that devoured the spawn." 

A letter to the Westmorland Gazette of 18 October 
186232  provides further evidence of the catches in the 
nets : 
... They take the young minnow char in cans made for the 
job all over the country by rail. A man goes with them to 
change the water to keep them alive. Last year I went into a 
fisherman's house. To my surprise, I saw a game basket full of 
small char, not bigger than your little finger. I saw them 
weighed, going to some of the inns, there would not be less 
than twelve or fourteen hundred in this basket.... I dare not 
sign my name, or I should get a stone at my head some night. 

A Windermere Fishing Association was formed in 
1863 by "gentlemen residing in the neighbourhood of 
Windermere", who presumably were sport fishermen. 
In January 1864 the first annual report of this associa- 

32 Anon. Letter to Westmorland Gazette, 18 October 1862. 

o 
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tion stated that "few if any fish have been taken during 
the late spawning season, in consequence of the strict 
watch that has been kept, and as no nets are now 
used, the wholesale destruction of young fish has been 
stopped". It is not clear whether the fish referred to 
were salmon, trout or char. 

Later the beneficial results of stopping the netting 
were demonstrated by the angling diary of Thomas 
Willan of Sawrey. In the years 1863-1868, when there 
was no netting, his catches of char and trout were over 
loo in each year. Netting was resumed in 1869 and his 
catch was 21, in 1870 was 20 and in 1871 and 1872 
was nil. 

After five years without netting the committee wished 
to continue to control the fisheries, but according to 
James Fisher, a professional fisherman, "one of the 
proprietors put a net in and all the others did the 
same", with the immediate result of a "great 
harvest". 

There was considerable concern nationally over the 
state of freshwater fisheries at this time, and, as a result 
of a Royal Commission, Parliament passed the Salmon 
Fishery Acts of 1861 and 1865. The latter introduced 
a close season for trout and established Boards of 
Conservators for fishery districts. The Kent, Bela, 
Winster, Leven and Duddon Fishery Board was set 
up for a district of several rivers and lakes, including 
Windermere, and was responsible for administering 
the fisheries until 1948. Mr John Fell was the first 
chairman, and Col. Sandys, a fishery proprietor, was 
among the members. Mr S. Hart Jackson was Clerk 
to the Board. 

The Board was mainly concerned with improving 
salmon and trout fisheries, and char were not of 
primary importance to them. Their efforts from 1869 
to 1884 to bring in regulations as to mesh size were 
more for the benefit of trout and salmon than for char, 
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although the preservation of char was also considered 
desirable. The majority of the proprietors agreed that 
mesh size should be regulated, but one or two of them 
would not co-operate, and the Board had no means 
of compelling them to do so. 

In 1873 char were included for the first time in the 
close season (when fishing was prohibited) which ran 
from October to January. As it did not extend through 
February the spring spawners were still vulnerable 
to netting, though at least the autumn spawners were 
protected. (An indirect result of this was to remove the 
basis on which the fisheries were divided into 12 "sets" 
as the autumn spawning places of the char could no 
longer be netted and the exclusive netting rights could 
no longer be enforced. By 1878 the system of restrict-
ing each fishery to a particular cubble had broken 
down) . The annual report for 1873 of the Board of 
Conservators comments : 
The close time for this rare and valuable fish will accomplish 
much good and secure it from the destruction with which its 
existence has been threatened in Windermere. The Board will 
find it in their interest to watch the netting of this splendid 
freshwater lake very carefully in Spring and Autumn, both 
young salmon on their way to the sea and the old fish on their 
progress to the upper streams, run great risk, especially the 
former, owing to the nets which have been in use, and which 
the proprietors of the fisheries have not interdicted. It is to be 
hoped that both in their own interests as well as those of the 
general public they will ere long discourage the destructive nets 
which have been so long tolerated. Any offence against the 
Salmon Fishery Act 1873 should be actively prosecuted and 
so far as the Board can legally control the present mode of net 
fishing in Windermere ... neither pain nor expense must be 
spared to enforce the law. 

About this time several fisheries were leased by 
persons for purposes other than catching char 
commercially. Major Wade wished to prove that char 
nets caught salmon, Col. Rhodes took the High Cubble 
in order to improve trout fishing and he regulated the 
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number of nettings, and later Mr Banner rented this 
fishery and netted only for pike. 

The leases for the Curwen Fisheries drawn up in 
1870 and 1876 contain several restrictive clauses. The 
owners reserved the right to net for their own private 
use. The leases prohibited netting on 
all banks rodes and spawning places in the said Middle Cubble 
and the right of Fishery for the distance of Fifty yards round 
each of such Banks rodes and spawning places. 

The lessees also covenanted that they 
will not at any time or times take or kill or permit to be taken 
or killed any fish in the said Middle Cubble of the said lake at 
spawning or other unseasonable time or any fish (except 
minnows) which shall not be full five inches in length from 
the nose to the end of the tail and will not use more than two 
Boats in the said Middle Cubble nor take kill or destroy any 
fish on any part of the said reserved Banks Rodes and Spawning 
places hut to the best of his power will prevent all persons from 
taking killing and destroying fish thereon ... and will at all 
times when thereto required permit and suffer the said lessors 
or their Agent to examine or inspect all the nets used by the 
said lessee ... and will to the best of his power preserve or 
cause to be preserved the fish in the said Middle Cubble of the 
said Lake and its tributary streams and prevent the same from 
being destroyed unlawfully.... 	 (Curwen papers) . 

These restrictions, imposed by the proprietor, were 
inadequate, and there was no satisfactory method of 
enforcing them. 

In 1878, an official inquiry was held into the fisheries 
of the English Lake District. A report of the proceed-
ings was submitted to Parliament and then published 
(Buckland & Walpole I878)33  together with the 
verbatim evidence of many witnesses. Some informa-
tion already presented here has been derived from 
this source. The chief recommendations relevant to 
Windermere were to extend the close season for trout 

33 Buckland, F. & Walpole, S. Report on the Fisheries of the English 
Lake District. H.M.S.O., London., 1878. 
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and char to 28 February and to introduce mesh 
regulations. 

In 1883 Col. Sandys was in communication with 
the Home Office about the size of mesh, and he also 
endeavoured to get the fishery owners to act together, 
but in this he failed. 

The bye-law of 1884 imposed a minimum mesh size 
of 1I- in. (3cm) "stretched mesh", that is 22 in. (6cm) 
circumference (which was smaller than the mesh agreed 
to in 1768) . The "floating draft nets" (used in summer) 
were not to exceed 90 yards in length and 9 yards in 
depth, and ropes were not to exceed 5o fathoms. The 
"sunken draft nets" (used in spring) were not to 
exceed 35 yards in length and 6 yards in depth, and 
the ropes were not to exceed 15o fathoms. All nets were 
to be used with one end on shore. 

As a result of these measures char fishing improved. 
Watson (I899)34  reports "the increase in size of the 
mesh in Windermere has raised the average from three 
to two to a pound", and "the protection afforded to 
char in Windermere has had most beneficial results. 
The effect has been an increase both in the number and 
size of the fish". In 1880 20 rod licences to fish for 
char with plumb lines were issued, in the 1890's the 
average number was about 6o and in the 19oo's 5o. 

Perch were important to the tourist trade. In 1878 
there were 15o boats licensed, 40 boatmen employed 
and 200 rods kept to be let out for perch fishing, and 
in 1899 perch fishing was described as the main 
industry of Bowness. Perch were netted regularly all 
through the year (including the spawning season) by 
the professional fishermen until nearly the end of the 
19th century, when commercial fishing for coarse fish 
became uneconomic. Pike were also netted regularly 
by the professional fishermen. In the later years of 
the 19th century the Board of Conservators arranged 

3 4  Watson, J. The English Lake District Fisheries. London, 1899. 
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for pike to be netted, and up to 2 tons per year were 
killed by water-bailiffs. 

From 188o the policy of the Board of Conservators 
was to try to rent all the net fisheries. In 1882 four 
proprietors were still unwilling to rent their fisheries 
to the Board and it was decided to sub-let the fisheries 
which the Board already held until they could gain 
control of all the fisheries. They were sub-let to the 
Windermere and District Angling Association or the 
English Lakes Angling Association, who continued to 
net. The average annual weight of char caught by them 
from 1893 to 1914 was about 1 ton (Watson 1925) ; 35 
this figure does not include catches by anglers or by 
fisheries not controlled by the Board. 

In 1900 the Board acquired more nets and in 1902 
arranged at considerable cost for the termination of 
netting for trout. By 1915 they had gained control of 
all the fisheries, and took the netting into their own 
hands with the demise of the Angling Associations. 
The final netting took place in 1921, and in 1924 it 
was decided by the Board of Conservators that netting 
would not be resumed. The Board continued to pay 
an annual rent to the proprietors until 1947 (Fishery 
Board papers) . Thus ended the long established 
commercial net fisheries of Windermere. 

The demand for Windermere char. 
The most valuable product of the Windermere 

fisheries has always been the char, although trout were 
also important, and up to the middle of the 19th century 
pike, perch and eels also had commercial value. 

The char of Windermere have been known as a 
delicacy and a rarity for centuries. 

Camden, who toured the country at the end of the 
16th century, reported 

s5 Watson, J. The English Lake District Fisheries. 2nd ed (revised). 
London, 1925. 
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among those mountains lies the greatest lake in England now 
call'd Winandermere ... well stored with a sort of fish no 
where else bred which they call Chare. 

(Camden, ed. Gibson, 1695).36  

There was general ignorance of the fact that char 
exist in lakes other than Windermere. In the dictionary 
"The New World of English Words", published by 
Phillips in 1658,37  the entry for char reads, "Chare, a 
kinde of fish, which breeds most peculiarly in Winder-
mere in Lancashire," and Sheridan's dictionary, pub-
lished in 1780,38  gives "Char, a fish found only in 
Winander meer in Lancashire." 

Isaak Walton, in The Complete Angler, first pub-
lished in 1653,3  refers to char as follows : 
But, scholar, there is a fish that they in Lancashire boast very 
much of, called a Char, taken there, and I think there only, 
in a mere called Winander-Mere.... But this though I do not 
know whether it make the angler sport, yet would I have you 
take notice of it, because it is a rarity, and of so high esteem 
with persons of great note. 

To eat char was obviously a sign of eminence. 
There are frequent references to char in the account 

books of the Flemings of Rydal in the 17th century. 
Most of these char would have been caught in Coniston 
or the River Brathay (where the fisheries were owned 
by the Flemings), but some were certainly from 
Windermere, as an entry made in 1661 shows : 

17 Feb. given to Jo. Harrison who brought 
Charrs 	 o0 of o0 

i8 Feb. Paid by Auth. to the Fishers of 
Windermere for 4  doz. of Charrs for 
a Pie for Sr G. F. 	 oo 10 00 

(Rydal papers). 

The char-pies were made of pastry with spices added 

36 Camden, W. Brittania (ed. Edmund Gibson). London., 1695. 
37  Phillips, E. The New World of English Words. Cornhill, 1658. 
38  Sheridan, T. A General Dictionary of the English Language. London, 

1780. 
39 Walton, I. & Cotton, C. The Complete Angler (ed. Jesse). London, 

1856. 
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to the fish and, when packed ready for transport, 
some of them weighed as much as 12 stone. They were 
sent as presents to relatives and friends in London 
and elsewhere. From about 1670 the use of pastry was 
discontinued, and the char were cooked in tins or 
pans, and later in earthenware pots (Armitt 1916) .40  

In the 18th and 19th centuries the pots were 
specially made for the purpose and were decorated 
with representations of char. A bill from an account 
book of the Taylors of Finsthwaite dated 9 February 
1731 shows that two char pots cost Is-3d, 4 dozen 
char LI, spices 4s-42d and carriage to Davantry was 
5s for 29 lb (Fell 1904).41  

During the 18th century the trade in potted char 
developed according to the evidence of Nicolson and 
Burn (1777) : 42 

the rareness of which fish occasions many pots of char to be 
sent to London and other places yearly as presents 
and Clarke (1787) : 43 
the char of this lake [sc. Windermere] are of excellent quality 
for potting, many pots of which are sent to different parts of 
the kingdom every year. 

By the knowledgeable, Windermere char were con-
sidered to be superior to those from other lakes while 
at the same time most people were not aware that char 
were to be found elsewhere. As a result there is no doubt 
that many pots of fish were sold as "Windermere 
Char" which were neither from Windermere nor char. 
For example, Clarke (1787)14  wrote : "many pots of 
Ulswater trout are sold for Windermere char", and 
similar accusations were made by later writers. 

40 Armitt, M. L. Rydal (ed. W. F. Rawnsley). Kendal, 1916. 
41  Fell, J. Some illustrations of home-life in Lonsdale north of the 

sands. Ulverston, 1904. 
42 Nicolson, J. & Burn, R. The history of the antiquities of the counties 

of Westmorland and Cumberland. London, 1777. 
43 Clarke, J. A survey of the Lakes of Cumberland, Westmorland and 

Lancashire. London, 1787. 
44 Clarke, J. A survey of the Lakes of Cumberland, Westmorland and 

Lancashire. London, 1787. 
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Many guide-books and travellers' journals of this 
period mention the char and char fisheries, for example, 
West (178o)45  and Gilpin (18o8).46  The journal of the 
Rev. John Barwis (Swift 1945)47  tells that on 23 May 
1818 he ". . . came very steady to Low-wood and 
dined at 2  past 5 off a char and Lambs chops". And 
later he again "Dined at Low-wood upon a Char and 
lamb chops and pint of Sherry". 

Watson (1899)48  quotes a letter written in 1819 by 
John Swainson of Kendal in which he estimates the 
amount of char sold in pots from all the lakes. He 
reckons 150 dozen pots would be used, with a total 
weight of fish of 2,70o lb, worth £360. He adds : 
I have to observe that the char that are potted are by no 
means all which the lakes supply; for considerable quantities 
are sent, fresh from the water, in baskets, to the principal 
places both of England and Scotland; besides, it may be noticed 
that many are used in various ways at home... . 

He mentions that the pots were of various sizes and 
were sold at prices from 5s-3d. to one guinea each. 

Thomas Love Peacock in his novel, Crotchet Castle, 
published in 1831,49  refers to potted char without any 
explanation, clearly assuming that any educated person 
would be familiar with the delicacy. In the book the 
Rev. Dr Folliott, a gourmet, is listing delectable 
breakfast dishes : he rates potted char equal to 
lampreys and above anchovies, prawns and shrimps, 
but below lobster, on which he was at that moment 
breakfasting with tea and well-buttered muffins. 

In 1862 an advertisement in the Westmorland 
GazetteJ° for the Royal Hotel, Bowness, included the 

45 West, T. Guide to the Lakes in Cumberland, Westmorland and 
Lancashire. Kendal, 1780. 

46 Gilpin, W. Observations on several parts of England, particularly 
the mountains and lakes of Cumberland and Westmorland. 3rd ed. London, 
1808. 

47 Swift, F. B. The Rev. John Barwis and his Journal. CW2 xlv. 
48  Watson, J. The English Lake District Fisheries. London, 1899. 
49 Peacock, T. L. Crotchet Castle. London, 1831. 
so Westmorland Gazette, 18 October 1862. 
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following : "Potted char and Westmorland and smoked 
hams forwarded to all parts of the Kingdom." 

Mrs Beeton's Household Management (1888)51  con-
tains a reference to char : "This is one of the most 
delicious of fish, being esteemed by some superior to 
the salmon." 

In 1898 Charles L. Jackson, F . L . S . , in a letter to 
the Westmorland Gazette52  states that netting in 
Windermere had been defended on the ground that 
it was done in the interests of the hotel and lodging-
house keepers in the Lake District, because visitors 
were so disappointed if they could not get char. He goes 
on to complain that he has seen large quantities of 
under-sized char for sale in shops in Manchester. 

Why did the fisheries corne to an end despite the 
popularity and fame of the char ? It is clear that it 
was not because of lack of demand for the fish. The 
Fishery Board, who were responsible for the decision, 
were concerned in the interests of anglers about the 
effects on netting on trout and salmon, as well as char. 
There had been overfishing for char in the middle 
of the 19th century and the refusal of some proprietors 
to co-operate in measures to conserve the fish popula-
tions left the Board with no option but to try to gain 
control of the fisheries, which they finally achieved 
in 1915, which was after a period of several years of 
low catches. The Board continued netting on a reduced 
scale (partly due to the shortage of men in wartime) , 
with poor success. Catches did not improve, and in 
these circumstances it was decided to suspend nettings 
in 1921, and the final decision not to resume nettings 
was made in 1924.  

51 Beeten, Mrs. Household Management. London, 1888. 
52  Jackson, C. L. Letter to Westmorland Gazette, 16 April 1898. 
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